Abstract. Aiming to solve the problem of the commonly used natural language type to evaluate information, the risk of decision-making for transformer state based on cloud theory and prospect theory is suggested whose comprehensive evaluation index is composed of technique index, economic index and safety index. TOPSIS is used to obtain the positive (negative) ideal scheme as its reference and the positive (negative) correlation coefficient matrix was established by grey correlation analysis. Case study verifies its feasibility and effectiveness and shows its higher sensitivity.
Introduction
Power transformers are one of the important devices for power system   1 , whose operation state directly affect the safe and stable operation of system. Conditional maintenance, a strategy of low maintenance cost, shorter outrage time, high efficiency of the equipment, has a promising future at home and abroad   2-5 . In [3] , some of the most important indicators are selected and the corresponding membership function is constructed, compared with three transformer condition maintenance by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. Paper [5] constructed an optimization decision model of transformer substation conditional maintenance for the minimum target of the sum of the maintenance risk and faults risk.
In this paper, a natural languages assessment information is represented given by decision-makers base on cloud theory, more objective to the quantitative treatment of qualitative indicators in maintenance policy evaluation.
Establish the Transformer Condition Maintenance Policy Evaluation System
Transformer maintenance policy is determined by many factors. Following the scientific, independence and operability principles, a comprehensive evaluation index system from expert assessment is established in the aspects of technical, economic and security based on the existing research results.
Using the Cloud Theory to Realize the Quantitative Conversion of Qualitative Indicators
In cloud theory, there are three parameters, expected value x E , entropy is a middle cloud, and the neighboring cloud is 
Risk Decision of Transformer State Maintenance Based on Foreground Theory
Prospect theory believes that people' attitude is asymmetrical when treating gains and losses.
Determine the Standardization Decision Matrix and Grey Positive and Negative Ideal Solution Program
Suppose m kinds of the indicators evaluations of the number of n programs constitute the initial decision matrix D(d ij ) nm . The decision matrix can be represented as G(g ij ) nm after standardization process for each evaluation values. The processing method of the benefit index is:
The processing method of the cost index is: The grey correlation coefficient between the i th decision scheme and the positive ideal (negative ideal) decision scheme is: Taking power corporate decision-makers' subjective factor into analysis, the decision objective function which has considered the decision-makers' psychological "get" and "loss" is constructed: Therefore, the greater the sensitivity of the decision method, the greater degree of differentiation of the corresponding decision-making model, the better the evaluation.
Case Study
In this paper, an example of the transformer condition maintenance in literature [2] is used: In a pre-test of a 110kV substation No.1 main transformer in August 1998, the total amount of hydrocarbon oil values has exceeded the alert value.
Three maintenance programs are developed: scheme 1 M tends to a large repair in advance whose maintenance items arranged by guide; scheme 2 M tends to an overhaul of targeted, arranging the repair project by the fault diagnosis and trend forecasting results; scheme 3 M tends to no arrangements for maintenance, continue tracking and monitoring, shorting cycle track, and arrange overhaul during the overhaul cycle.Let four experts use natural language to evaluate the indicators of the transformer condition maintenance comprehensive assessment system above. Qualitative evaluation index information shown in Table 1 . The initial decision matrix of the three schemes composed of six indicators is as follows: Using the methods mentioned in this paper only from one of the three aspects of technical, economic and safety to evaluate the transformer condition maintenance scheme, 1 M is the technical relative optimum scheme, 2 M is the economic relative optimum scheme and 3 M is the safety relative optimum scheme. Analysis the result of the reference [3] and [4] , and the final results in Table 2 below. After analysis the decision model's sensitivity for various algorithms' evaluation results, this paper is 44.89%. The method in this paper has the mathematical basis of solid, simple, high sensitivity and easy programming.
Conclusion
This paper creatively applied the cloud theory into solving the issue of the quantitative representation of the qualitative evaluation in power transformer condition maintenance. Use the prospect theory and establish the corresponding comprehensive prospects optimal model to solve the optimal weight for each scheme. Introducing the concept of sensitivity, the sensitivity analysis among the evaluation of the results in this paper, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model and grey ideal solution model, showed that the sensitivity of the decision-making model mentioned in this paper is better than the traditional method.
